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List of acronyms
3M

A global innovation company with an important business line in Health Care.
·M comes from the original name - Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

API

Application Programming Interface

ATOS

Atos Spain SA

BI

Business Intelligence

CER

Comparative Effectiveness Research

COMA ++

Combination of Matching algorithms; schema and ontology matching tool

CRA

Care Across Ltd

CRUD

Create, Read, Update, Delete

CTS-2

Common Terminology Services – Release 2, a consensus API – under the
auspices of the Object Management Group (OMG), rather than HL7 – that can
be integrated over top of existing terminology systems, allowing to interoperate
disparate terminology systems while maintaining specific terminology
functional requirements.

D-ETL

Dynamic Extract – Transform – Load approach

DFKI

DEUTSCHES FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM FUER KUENSTLICHE
INTELLIGENZ GMBH

DoA

Description of Action

DoW

Document of Work

DSSim

Distance Sampling Simulations, an ontology mapping system that has been
conceived to achieve a certain level of the envisioned machine intelligence on
the Semantic Web

DTS

Distributed Terminology System

EC

European Commission

EFMI

European Federation for Medical Informatics

EHR

Electronic Health Records

ELK

A free and open source reasoner for the lightweight ontology language OWL 2
EL by Markus Krötzsch et al.
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ENG

ENGINEERING – INGEGNERIA INFORMATICA SPA

ETL

Extract – Transform – Load approach

EU

European Union

EVS

Enterprise Vocabulary Service

FHIR

Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources, a standard specification for
exchanging healthcare information electronically.

GA

Grant Agreement

GRAIL

GALEN representation and integration language.

GUI

Graphic User Interface

HCD

Healthcare Common Data mart

HDD

Healthcare Data Dictionary

HDWF

Healthcare Data Warehouse Foundation

HHR

Holistic Health Records

HL7

Health Level Seven (Standard for Clinical Infomation)

HULAFE

FUNDACION PARA LA INVESTIGACION DEL HOSPITAL UNIVERSITARIO
LA FE DE LA COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA

ICD-9,
ICD10

International Classification of Diseases

ICE

INFORMATION CATALYST FOR ENTERPRISE LTD

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics

IHHR

Interface Holistic Health Records

IT-INN

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ISO/TR

International Standards Organisation – Technical report

JIRA

Proprietary issue tracking product developed by Atlassian. It provides bug
tracking, issue tracking, and project management functions. The product name
is a truncation of Gojira, the Japanese name for Godzilla, itself a reference to
Jira's main competitor, Bugzilla.
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JSI

INSTITUTJOZEF STEFAN

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

KI

KAROLINSKA INSTITUTET

KnoME

A complete GRAIL KNOwledge Management and ontological engineering
Environment.

LexEVS

Central EVS terminology server, developed by the Mayo Clinic with NCI and
other support. “Lex“ stands for “lexical”.

LINQ

Language Integrated Query

LOINC

Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes, a standard for identifying
clinical information in electronic reports.

LXS

LEANXCALE SL

MS SQL
Server

Microsoft Standard Query Language Server

NCI

National Cancer Institute

Neo4J

Neo4j is a graph database management system developed by Neo4j, Inc

NIJZ

NACIONALNI INSTITUT ZA JAVNO ZDRAVJE

NOHS

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES PROVISION

OHADI

Oracle Healthcare Analytics Data Integration

OpenKnoME OpenKnoME is an open-source resource available to the academic and notfor-profit clinical terminology community.
OWL

Web Ontology Language

OWL2 EL

A profile, or sublanguage, of OWL2 designed for large biohealth ontologies
(SNOMED CT, NCI, thesaurus, GALEN),

PDF

Portable Document Format

PHR

Personal Health Records

PROMPT

Protégé framework. It includes several tools for multiple-ontology
managements.

RDF

Resource Description Framework
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RESTful

REpresentational State Transfer web services

SIEMENS

SIEMENS SRL

SILO

SINGULARLOGIC CYPRUS LTD

SIOp

Semantic Interoperability

SMT

Structure-Mapping theory

SNQUERY

SNOMED CT Expression Constraint Execution Engine from Veratech.

SNOMED
CT

Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms

SOA

Service Oriented Architecture

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (Recursive acronym)

SQL

Standard Query Language

SSN

Semantic Sensor Networks

STU

Standard for Trial Use

ULJ

UNIVERZA V LJUBLJANI

UPM

UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE MADRID

UPRC

UNIVERSITY OF PIRAEUS RESEARCH CENTER

UPV

Universidad Politécnica de Valencia

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

WP

Work Package

X-SOM

XML Schema Model

XML

eXtended Markup Language

XSD

XML Schema Document
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1. Executive Summary
One of the biggest issues to achieve full semantic interoperability in healthcare in which all the
systems seamlessly communicate with each other is still pending. In an ideal environment, the
patient would have all the clinical information coming from heterogeneous providers integrated
and available in a common format. For the stakeholders, it would avoid missing or duplication
of clinical information, reducing the hospitals costs. For patients, it would imply better
diagnosis and treatment likewise reducing visits to hospitals thus improving their daily live,
anywhere at any time.
Nevertheless, the healthcare systems nowadays are far from this ideal vision. Proprietary and
closed tools are employed by most/all of the clinics and hospitals and even in the same
hospital there is a myriad of subsystems completely disconnected from each other.
The present deliverable defines the initial design of the Interoperability solution proposed for
the CrowdHEALTH project and it is a step forward in the connection between two basic pillars
for the representation of clinical information, domain specific content models and common
terminologies. It is focused on the creation of a set of tools that fulfils the needs of
interoperability of both pillars, and therefore three main components are needed to address
each of the basic pillars, plus a component to orchestrate both knowledge levels:




Rule engine: Implementation of the business logic and;
Structure mapping: Storing knowledge about the mapping of clinical information
models.
Terminology service: Storing knowledge about code systems or medical terminologies.

The complete description of the components that comprise the overall solution will be detailed
in deliverable D3.121.

1

Deliverable D3.12 “Advanced Interoperability Techniques: Software Prototype” due 2 months after the
release of the present deliverable.
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2. State of the Art
2.1. Introduction
Currently the healthcare system suffers from avoidable costs and information management
drawbacks, such as unneeded duplications and omission or unavailability of data. This
situation is due to the fact that infrastructures are not able to exchange information between
them and in most cases they are still using proprietary formats. Thus, referring to IEEE [1]
definition, interoperability is the “ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or
products without special effort on the part of the customer” and it is made possible by the
implementation of standards. If we apply it to our context, the challenge is how to implement
seamless communication between healthcare organizations and other stakeholders, in order
to provide complete and accurate patients Electronic Health Records (EHR).
Clinical information is complex and requires a coordinated way to manage the data. The aim is
to move forward from just plain or unstructured EHRs to meaningful processable
representations. If the EHR provides accurate and complete information managed efficiently
the healthcare systems would gain advantages such as:






Improve clinical efficiency because a patient’s information is more complete;
Reduce medical errors and healthcare costs;
Avoid missing or duplicated tests and treatments;
Empower the patient inside the continuum of care;
Reduce frequency and impact from adverse healthcare events.

The Semantic Health study [2] classifies the semantic interoperability (SIOp) of the systems
ranging into those with local interoperability (within, e.g., hospitals or hospital networks) and
those with regional, national and cross-border interoperability. The levels can be broken down
as follows:






Level 0: no interoperability at all;
Level 1: technical and syntactical interoperability (no semantic interoperability);
Level 2: two orthogonal levels of partial semantic interoperability:
o Level 2a: unidirectional semantic interoperability, meaning that is possible an
unidirectional transformation of the information from one system to another;
o Level 2b: bidirectional semantic interoperability of meaningful fragments,
meaning that the transformation is possible bidirectionally between systems;
Level 3: full semantic interoperability, sharable context, seamless co-operability.

Blobel [3] and the ISO/TR 20514 [4] explained each level as follows:
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Level 0: no interoperability at all;
Level 1: syntactic level as messages, clinical documents and their formats;
Level 2: EHR based on common information models with advanced messaging.
Local hospitals and hospital networks:
o Agreement on a standardized reference model;
o Standardized service interface models to provide interoperability between
health services and other services such as demographics or terminology,
access control and security services;



Level 3: Domain specific concept models with agreed vocabulary by means of
terminologies
Deployment at regional, national and cross border interoperability:
o A standardized set of domain-specific concept models, e.g. resources,
archetypes and templates for clinical or demographic data;
o Standardized terminologies associated with controlled vocabularies [5].

Rector et al [6] contends that EHRs are data structures conformed as “information models”
and that the model of meaning or “ontology” is the conceptualization of the healthcare
information (clinical, demographics, etc.). The coding system is also linked to data structures,
and since the systems are using the information model with more than one coding system, we
want the “binding” between information and coding system separately and this is called
“Terminology Binding” by means of “value sets”, “code sets”, “subsets” [6] or any group of
codes that represent clinical ideas that are binded to fields of a given information structure.
SNOMED CT [7] provides its own implementation levels at the EHR level. The alignment with
the aforementioned classification is strong so we need a clear way to bind the terms into the
information model and generate artefacts for exchanging the information2:
Level 0: A proprietary structure with neither mapping nor common information model:
i)
ii)

Low: Unstructured records without using clinical codes;
High: Structured record using of clinical codes.

Level 1: Alignment with a standard reference information model:
iii)
iv)

2

Low: Proprietary structure (mapping with some reference model) with limited
messaging and coding requirements;
High: Common information model supporting the concept coding.

We assume that level 0 is associated to level 1 of the Semantic HEALTH report
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Level 2: Standard information model with agreed guidelines to use the terminology binding:
v)

SNOMED CT is used following the terminology binding guidance such as the HL7
FHIR [8] [9] to take advantage of the full strength of controlled vocabulary using
polyhierarchy.

The polyhierarchy (one child can have more than one parent) allows organizing concepts from
coarse to fine-grained levels, recording easily the detailed clinical information with the
possibility to access at a more general level by means of aggregation [10].
In CrowdHEALTH we need to process datasets coming from the different Use Cases. There
are structured and unstructured information, and there is a need to identify (or map) the
entities and attributes from proprietary source to standard resource specification, and codified
(or expressed) the information using meaningful terminologies. For the reasons described
above, the components to be implemented in this task have been identified:





Rule Engine serves as interface of the rest of the components by orchestrating
functionalities of other components as well as applying the logic for transforming the
clinical information;
Structure Mapping stores mapping rules from a given health information structure to
another. It also stores different transformation rules that might be applied to data;
Terminology Service provides different semantic operations with the available
terminologies, like the retrieval of concepts, semantic inclusion, or translating between
terminologies

2.2. Rule Engine
The rule engine is just the implementation of the business logic to orchestrate the other
knowledge components, so a state of the art is not required.

2.3. Structure Mapping
The Structural Mapping sub-component will take advantage of the well-established Ontology
alignment approaches to perform the mapping between the schema/model of incoming
document with the use-case specific target schema/model in the CrowdHEALTH platform.
Ontology alignment approaches can be used for finding structural mappings between two
different data models. A number of tools and frameworks have been developed for aligning
Ontologies, which vary in the degree of user intervention required to produce accurate
mappings. In typical Ontology alignment approaches, data models or Ontologies are usually
converted to a graph representation before being matched. Such graphs can be represented
in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) line of languages by triples of the form
<subject, predicate, object>. In this context, aligning ontologies is sometimes
referred to as "ontology matching".
13/58
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The problem of Ontology Alignment has been tackled recently by trying to compute matching
first and mapping (based on the matching) in an automatic fashion. Systems like DSSim, XSOM or COMA++ [11] obtained at the moment very high precision and recall. There are also
alignment tools such as PROMPT [12] for the Protégé framework. For the development of
Structural Mapping sub-component, we intend to base our work in the Ontology Alignment
approach on COMA++.
Data structures [13] are constructed by utilizing the related data values in order to create the
linkages for bringing it together in multiple ways. They have to do with rendering data
elements speaking of some relationships, to succeed better levels of organization and
storage. Data structures can store ordered data, for easier performance of multiple
operations, representing the knowledge of data to be organized in memory that should be
manipulated for improving the efficiency.
Two different processes exist for either restructuring or reshaping the source data [14].
Restructuring is achieved through the usage of the data relationships that exist in the data in
terms of linkages, so as to reshape the structure to model these new relationships. In that
case, the structure is taken apart and new data relationships are applied, creating new
meaning to the structure that is created. In addition, new relationships’ linkages can be
created through the comparison and formulation of the data relationships. On the other hand,
reshaping has to do with shifting pieces of the structure around, without any kind of limits to
the structure that this will result to. As a result, this permits the transformation of any structure
into any other structure.
2.3.1. Data Transformation
Data transformation has to do with the conversion of data from one format into a different one
[15]. Due to the fact that data exists in multiple locations and types, data transformation is
considered to be mandatory in order to make sure that data from one application or database
can be used to other applications and databases. In the case where data has to be
exchanged, it is extracted from the application that it derives from, transformed into a different
format, and is finally provided to its final destination. Generally, in the case of data integration,
extract – transform – load (ETL) approaches are considered to be the central processes [16].
However, according to each different case, data may have to be merged, aggregated,
enriched, or filtered.
Data mapping is considered as the most mandatory step in the case of data transformation.
The latter creates and provides the relationship that exists between the data elements of two
applications, providing ways for the transformation of data deriving from the data source,
before it is finally provided into the target application. In other words, data mapping is
responsible for creating the required metadata before the step of data conversion. The
structure of the data that is stored can be found in multiple ways, demanding mechanisms for
semantic mappings before the transformation process takes place. In order to avoid the loss
14/58
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of important data, in the case that two applications are integrated, information from the first
application has to be restructured to fit the data structure of the second application. There are
cases where data do not conform to a specific structure, like in the case of an email,
demanding data transformation to transform the provided information into data that can be
used, thus delivering tangible benefits to the enterprise.
2.3.2. Structure-Mapping Theory
Despite the fact that multiple models of data transformation and restructuring exist,
Gentner’s theory of structure-mapping [17] is the most acceptable one and has been applied
in several areas for research purposes. According to Gentner, the structure-mapping theory
(SMT) investigates forms of cognition that are based on similarity. The latter supports that
further axes of similarity are important in the cases of similarity cognition, while it is widely
adopted in the cases of analogical comparison. SMT is divided into three stages:
1. Access: Given a specific target situation, the base is retrieved - in terms of a
description of long-term memory that has similarities to the target.
2. Mapping and Inference: A mapping is developed including correspondences between
the base and the target, as well additional information in the base that can be provided
to the target.
3. Evaluation and Use: The quality of the matching (i.e. mapping) is estimated.
In SMT, three (3) kinds of criteria are involved:
1. The structural criteria include the total similarities and differences that are identified,
the degree of structural similarity, and the created knowledge that the analogy between
the base and the target provides.
2. The validity of the match and the inferences it sanctions, as the latter must be tested
with the current world knowledge in order to make sure that the analogy is normal and
may demand additional mechanisms to improve the final results.
3. The relevance, to find out the value of the analogy for current purposes.
2.3.3. ETL for Healthcare
The amount of data in healthcare is dramatically increasing - healthcare data will reach 2,5
Exabytes in 2020 [18]. In fact, images alone can overwhelm ETL tools as it is estimated that
healthcare providers conduct 600 million imaging procedures each year [19]. In the current
state of healthcare business intelligence, providers (hospitals, clinics and physician networks)
need to perform some ETL approaches. However, these organizations do not spend money in
the IT resources that are demanded to provide such a work [20]. Their main goal is to derive
data out of systems, leading to the creation of large amounts of data with few relationships.
Currently, getting data out of source systems is of low priority instead of ensuring that the EHR
system is fully functional. Many healthcare organizations are trying to use ETL approaches to
fix such situations, thus about 80 percent of time is spent on performing these processes,
15/58
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which is currently not acceptable in today’s environment because it addresses specific needs
of integration, instead of a general integration between all health information systems. Pfizer’s
ETL strategy [21] resulted in repetitious requests, identifying that “integration requests could
take one year to achieve and cost $1 million, and sometimes be deemed unnecessary by the
time they were completed.” Clinical data – such as from EHRs - have become key data
sources (i.e., as secondary data) for comparative effectiveness research (CER) [22]. The
clinical research community has been using data gathered daily during clinical care to identify
health care questions and health policy issues.
Through the ETL process, source data are syntactically and semantically harmonized to
the structure and terminology of the target structure [23], through two sequential phases [23].
 In phase 1, the appropriate data elements are identified in the source data that are
needed to create the target database, and create the mappings between the
source data and the target data elements. This step demands information about
the structure and semantics of all the datasets that will be used, (e.g.
terminologies).
 In phase 2, functions of data transformation are implemented, as well as the
schema mappings for loading data into the harmonized schema. Transformation is
a complicated process of data restructuring and standardization to obey to the
format of the target schema and its codes, provided by the destination database..
Often, these steps are repeated until the data that is transformed is considered to
be complete and valuable. It must be mentioned that these phases cannot be
performed at the same time for each data source, while it is extremely difficult for
someone to have both the source data expertise and database technical
knowledge to perform the tasks in both phases.
This process can be performed by a data integration tool with a graphical user interface
(GUI), such as Talend [24] and Pentaho [25], minimizing the effort of the ETL design process.
However, such tools lack the flexibility to face complicated requirements of transformation
operations (e.g. conventions to perform data de-duplication). Moreover, these tools lack of
transparency of the underlying SQL commands that are used for making the transformation,
making it almost impossible to investigate transformation errors.
Challenges of the ETL process
Bringing data together through an ETL process can often reveal unforeseen challenges
[26]. Part of these challenges is not only the act of providing the data from different systems to
a specific format, but also the act of merging the data in a way that has a specific meaning.
The key ETL challenges involved with Healthcare BI include:


Difficulty in gathering data from multiple systems. There may be multiple EHR systems
being used throughout an organization. Most organizations do not have sufficient
knowledge of the technical realization and implementation of the databases that are
used in these EHRs in order to bring all together. In addition, there is lack of willing of
16/58
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sharing the data in order to extract it from the EHR system, because data models from
proprietary solutions would need to be partially shared.
Data Quality: After sharing and extracting data, its quality may have several issues.
For instance, there where cases of EHRs which were replacing word processors,
storing clinical data into a non-discrete way within documents, making it almost
unusable.
Inconsistencies of the Data: Due to the fact that EHRs allow multiple types of data to
be stored within the system, a challenge occurs in the case that a report needs to be
made. More specifically, the fact that when data needs to be extracted, its consistency
is lost. The ETL approach has to turn data with low consistency into valuable
information. In addition, when bringing data from different systems, several differences
in the information across the EHRs exist. In that case, the same data elements may be
called different names, storing non-equivalent information in the other EHRs.
2.3.4. ETL Approaches

Currently several approaches aim at transforming and reconstructing data into a common
structure. In [23], the authors have built a data transformation approach, referred to as
dynamic ETL (D-ETL) that is able to automate specific steps of the process through scalable,
reusable and customizable code, while keeping some aspects that can be performed
manually and demand high-level coding syntax. Thus, D-ETL provides a scalable, practical
solution for data harmonization in a clinical data research network with heterogeneous source
data, decreasing the technical obstacles in ETL operations by making the data transformation
process easier. The D-ETL approach is based on four key components (Figure 1):







Comprehensive ETL specifications, that are considered as the most important
steps for the whole ETL process, and responsible for providing in descriptive text
and figures the aim of the data to be extracted (i.e. source model), the target data
model, and the format of the input and output data files.
D-ETL rules that are written as a plain text format, making sure that rules are easily
understandable and consequently easily scrutinized, maintained, shared and
reused.
An efficient ETL rules engine that is responsible for creating full SQL statements
from ETL rules to transform, conform, and load the data into target tables.
These SQL statements which are generated automatically can be accessed by the
ETL designers to execute, test and debug the rules in order to support a repetitive
process of validation and debugging.
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Figure 1 - D-ETL approach [23]

Dozer [27] is a Java Bean to Java Bean mapper that is built to copy data from one object
to another. As described in Dozer’s commercial offer, these Java Beans are of different
complex types. Dozer supports simple property mapping, complex type mapping, bi-directional
mapping, implicit-explicit mapping, and recursive mapping, in terms of mapping collection
attributes which have to be mapped at the element level. Dozer can perform mappings
between attribute names and can convert in an automatic way different data types. It also
allows stakeholders to specify customized data conversions by using XML. In most cases,
mapping can be performed automatically by Dozer using reflection, but it also provides to the
user the ability to perform custom mapping that can be described in XML format. Since the
mapping is bi-directional, only one relationship between classes needs to be defined.
Figure 2 depicts some of the common areas Dozer could be inserted into an architecture.
Usually, Dozer is used and implemented at the boundaries (entry/exit of data). Dozer is
mapping the domain objects to external APIs calls and vice-versa, making sure that the
internal domain objects from the database does not leak into external presentation layers or to
external consumers [27].
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Figure 2 - Common areas of Dozer [27]

Adeptia Integration Suite [28] is an ETL solution that provides the utility of data conversion.
It is able to provide the “self-service ETL” capability as it gives the ability to stakeholders to
create simple data integration connections. It can be also used for creating rich data
integration flows including data validations, cleaning, routing, exception-handling and backend connectivity, supporting conversion from any data type, to any data type. It is built in such
a way to ensure good levels of performance and uptime. What is more, logs are kept in order
to ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. Adeptia is based on clinical standards for
the representation of health data, uses Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and processbased approach for creating flexible data flows that can perform aggregations or data
warehousing solutions. As it can be seen in Adeptia’s offering figure (Figure 3, Adeptia offers
a middleware application to document, automate and execute data processes in order to
create and populate data warehouses from multiple data sources. It consists of powerful
metadata management, allowing data to be ingested from different sources and formats, in
order to be mapped into a common database schema. Consequently, the data schema can be
centrally managed, combined with mapping rules in a central repository which can be archived
in PDF documents for easy sign-off.
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Figure 3 - Adeptia's offerings [28]

Lastly, Language-Integrated Query (LINQ) [19] is a tool that is used to retrieve and
transform data. Through a LINQ query a source sequence can be used in the form of an input
and can be modified in different ways, in order to finally develop a new output sequence. In
the case of LINQ, a sequence can be self-modified without taking into consideration the other
elements that exist, through sorting and grouping. The fact that new types can be created that
can be achieved in the SELECT clause, is among the most powerful features of LINQ queries.
As described in their documentation, among the tasks that can be performed are to merge
different input sequences into a single output sequence, or to create output sequences whose
elements consist of only one or several properties of each element in the source sequence.
To this end, trough LINQ output sequences can be created whose elements consist of the
results of operations performed on the source data, or output sequences in a different format
through the possibility to transform data from SQL rows or text files into XML.

2.4. Terminology Service
A code system has no value on its own. The real and essential strength of the use of
controlled vocabularies is when they are used together with an EHR system, whose design
determines the value and level of interoperability. This means that ideal EHR must be built on
top of a common information model in order to be able to exchange meaningful and structured
artefacts.
This CrowdHEALTH component provides a set of intelligent services to manage terminology
resources and should include a set of functionalities as follows:





Load different terminologies (from files, automatic updates and so on);
Update new releases of terminologies;
Provide mappings or translations between different terminologies;
Search and suggest terms;
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Find a concept based on matching search term;
Query for specific elements of the terminologies;
Traversing/navigating hierarchies;
To verify the semantic inclusion between concepts, that is to say, if a concept given as
"Cardiac arrhythmia" is covered semantically by "Heart disease" Semantic expansion
of a concept, that is, given a generic concept, to obtain all the concepts included
semantically by it, and that are more specific;
Expand a set of concepts, which is defined by a series of rules of belonging to said set.
2.4.1. Available Terminology Service Implementations
Apelon Distributed Terminology System (DTS) is a high-quality open
source solution for the acquisition, management, and practical
deployment of standardized terminologies as well as the creation and
management of local terminologies and ontologies. As an open source
solution, DTS provides significant cost, integration, and adoption
advantages compared to proprietary solutions.

Apelon Distributed
Terminology System
(DTS) [29]

In addition to enhanced searching and other performance
enhancements in the DTS Editor, and Search functionality, DTS 4.5.1
now includes support for a number of updated back-end environments,
including MS SQL Server 2016 and Java 8.
FHIR Enabled Open Source Terminology Service
Apelon, Inc. is adding FHIR terminology services to its open source
Distributed Terminology System (DTS), a full-featured terminology
management platform. DTS has a rich set of features for authoring and
maintaining local vocabularies and accessing externally mandated
standards including SNOMED CT, LOINC, ICD-10-CM, RxNorm and
many more. The FHIR access layer provides a modular architecture for
users to share FHIR compliant vocabulary resources (CodeSystem,
ValueSet, ConceptMap). This is an active project that is helping to
shape the evolving FHIR Terminology Service specification. It seems it
is a work in progress [30].
Both proprietary (on CTS-2 and 3M APIs) and open source (on CTS 1.2
and 3M) versions of the HDD service exist.
3M provides:

3M [31]



Integrate medical terminology standards into the applications;
Make the data from all the systems semantically interoperable;
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LexEVS [32]

for exchange, analytics, decision support, alerts and reminders;
Comply with quality measures and Meaningful Use
requirements;
Minimize terminology development and maintenance costs.

LexEVS is the central EVS terminology server, developed by the Mayo
Clinic with NCI and other support. LexEVS provides a common
terminology model and open access to a wide range of terminologies,
terminology value sets, and cross-terminology mappings needed by
NCI and its partners. For users wanting to install and run a local
instance of LexEVS, the LexEVS server package provides a
comprehensive set of software and services to load, publish, and
deploy vocabulary in a variety of web-enabled environments. The
LexEVS API serves users who want programmatic access to the data
made available by LexEVS.
Fast & Precise Search, SNOMED CT RF2, SNOMED CT Expression
Constraint Language, Multiple SNOMED CT Versions, OWL2 EL ()with
Concrete Domains) Description Logic via Snorocket or ELK

Provides support for FHIR TS API [34]
OntoServer [33]
FHIR APIs (STU3)

Search and CRUD operations on ValueSet, ConceptMap, and
CodeSystem. Resource-specific operations: $expand, $validate-code,
$lookup, $closure, $translate, and $validate>. Multiple requests using
batch.

GALEN [35]

Snofyre [36]

Clinical coding and classification, medical terminologies, Terminology
server, controlled vocabulary, nomenclature, semantic processing,
description logics, compositional representations, intermediate
representations, open source, ontologies Common Reference Model for
medical terminologies, re-usable, multilingual, language independent,
GRAIL, KnoME, OpenKnoME, Classification Workbench, Clinergy
Snofyre is an open source, service-oriented API for creating SNOMED
CT enabled applications in Java. It provides a number of SNOMED CT
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related services out of the box.

Snow Owl [37]

SNOMED CT
Mapping service [38]

SNQuery (Veratech)
[39]

Snow Owl® is a terminology server and a collaborative terminology
authoring platform. The authoring platform maintains terminology
artifacts developed by a team and supported by business workflows
that are driven by external task management systems like Bugzilla and
JIRA. With its modular design, the server can maintain multiple
terminologies where new terminologies can be plugged-in to the
platform. The functionality of Snow Owl is exposed via a REST API.
This project includes all modules needed to build and deploy a
comprehensive solution for terminology mapping.
SNOMED CT Expression Constraint execution engine. It is
implemented in Java validating the syntax (both brief and full syntax) of
input expressions [40]. For the persistence storage of SNOMED CT
Neo4J, a graph-oriented database is used.

3. Interoperability Component Design
3.1. Description of the approach
As defined in previous sections, the challenge of interoperability within the CrowdHEALTH
project has been decoupled in two fundamental pillars, health information structures, and code
systems or medical terminologies that allow for the expression of medical ideas. Because of
this, two specific subcomponents that will be responsible for providing the concrete
functionalities to fulfil needs of each of these pillars have been designed. In addition, another
subcomponent that is responsible for providing the main access interface, as well as
orchestrating and using the rest of components is also required. Throughout this section the
design of each of these components is described.
In this way, in the design of the internal architecture of this component as general T3.3
outcome, we find a subcomponent responsible for creating, managing and arranging the
knowledge related to the link that exists between information structures, or mappings between
them, the Structure Mapping Service. Thus, this component allows knowing how two
structures can be mapped between them, as well as transformation rules that may be
necessary to transform information from a given format to another. For example, if an
information structure consists of a table stored in a relational database, where we find a field
where the patient identifier is stored, another with a local code with the patient's diagnosis,
and another field with the date of the diagnosis, and we want to transform this structure into
an XML document conformed by a markup series. The Structure Mapping Service will contain
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the knowledge that would link each field of the relational database with each markup of the
XML document.
In addition, we have the Terminology Service, responsible for providing a set of operations
on medical terminologies used for the coding of medical knowledge, which fill the information
structures. This way, it is possible to provide a series of functionalities (semantics) about these
information elements found within more complex structures. Considering the previous
example, the local code to an organization in which the diagnosis of the patient is defined
needs to be translated into other medical terminology, such as ICD-10 or SNOMED CT. This
would be one of the purposes provided by the Terminology Server, which would contain the
translations of those local codes of an organization to the codes of other more standardized
terminologies, like SNOMED CT or ICD-10.

Figure 4: Data Converter design

Finally, we would describe a final component, the Rule Engine. In this component, the less
automated parts of the information conversion process will be developed, and the knowledge
stored in the Structure Mapping Service and Terminology Service components will be used.
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3.1. Rule engine
The scope of the Rule Engine subcomponent is to facilitate the process of retrieving the raw
information aggregated by the Data Gateway component, transforming them into FHIRcompliant Holistic Health Record information, and finally forwarding the information to the
Aggregator in order to update the Holistic Health Record of the corresponding individual. As a
consequence, the Rule Engine plays an important role in the overall functionality of the Data
Converter component since it is the responsible subcomponent for executing the data
conversion flow.
The data conversion flow includes not only the interactions with the Data Gateway and the
Aggregator component but also the orchestration of the subcomponents of the Data Converter
to provide the necessary information required towards the conversion of the incoming raw
information. A high-level description of the execution flow is presented in the following section.
3.1.1. High level Execution flow
As displayed inFigure 4, the Data Converter exposes an interface to the Data Gateway
component for the retrieval of information, called IDataConverter. This interface is directly
related to the Rule Engine subcomponent as it is the starting point of the data conversion flow.
Once the Data Gateway component has received new raw information from a data provider, it
pushes this information through the IDataConverter interface to the Data Converter
component. Upon receiving the raw information, the Rule Engine is responsible for initiating
and monitoring the execution of the data conversion flow.
In order to accomplish the data conversion flow, the Rule Engine is interacting with two
services of the Data Converter, the Structure Mapping service and the Terminology service.
More specifically, the Rule Engine will consult the Structure Mapping service to obtain the
mapping rules or schemas containing the appropriate information for the mapping of the data
elements of the incoming dataset and the data elements of the FHIR-compliant HHR dataset
that will be produced as the result of the transformation. In addition to the Structure Mapping
service, Rule Engine will consult the Terminology service during the execution of the data
conversion flow with the aim of obtaining the necessary translation of the data elements of the
incoming dataset that require translation in order to comply with the CrowdHEALTH Holistic
Health Record information. For both services the communication is accomplished using
interfaces that the services expose internally in the Data Converter component.
The last part of the data conversion flow involves the creation of the new HHR that was
created from the new information with the purpose of adding it in the CrowdHEALTH data
store. For integrity purposes before providing the new HHR to Aggregator in order to be
stored, Rule Engine will resolve any dependencies of the newly created HHR with existing
HHRs and executed the necessary actions.
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3.2. Structure Mapping
3.2.1. Overall Approach
The intended approach for structure mapping is one based on ontology alignment. Ontology
alignment is the process of finding common links or similarities between two ontologies. The
process involves running several matching operations either in series or parallel and then
filtering the results of these matchers to find an overall alignment. Once aligned a direct
connection or mapping can be made between data elements in the source dataset and data
elements in the target dataset.
Within the development of Structure Mapping component, we intend to automate the
Ontology alignment process.
There will be two phases in using the structure mapping service training and run-time. In the
training phase ontologies will be created, aligned and data maps between the use case
(source) data sets and the HHR Manager classes (target) created, these data maps will then
be stored in the knowledge base. In the runtime phase queries will be made to the structure
mapping component by the data converter, the structure mapping controller will then access
the Knowledge Base to retrieve the appropriate mapping and transformations and provide
these as a response to the query.
3.2.2. Training Phase
Prior to any live structure mapping operation Ontologies will be created for each use-case
using the data models provided by each use-case partner for use in the CrowdHEALTH
project – as shown in Figure 5. Creating the Ontologies basically means deriving the key
elements, structures and relationships and devolving this to triples of information.

Figure 5: Sample ontology for a use-case
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The other stream of work will be to establish a target data model or Ontology based on the
HHR Manager classes defined in the CrowdHEALTH project.
Once the ontology has been established for a use case and we have the ontology for the HHR
Manager classes the two ontologies can be aligned.


Matches between Ontologies can be based on the relationships and dependencies
between names structure, and placement of instances.
o Name similarity can be recognised by utilising semantic interoperability
approaches that aim at identifying similarities between the name of different
elements – as shown in Figure 6.
o Structural similarity can be recognised when both Ontologies have common
members or relationships (see Figure 8).
o Instance similarity can be recognised by examining instances of data from the
two ontologies (see Figure 7).

Figure 6: Similar names
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Figure 7: Instance similarity based on common data occurrence between two Ontologies

Figure 8: Common occurrence between two Ontologies can be identified through Ontology alignment

Part of the work for CrowdHEALTH will be to form the best combination of established
approaches to provide automatic alignment of use-case data models with target HHR model.
An example pipeline for Ontology alignment is shown in Figure 9:
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Figure 9: Example pipeline of Ontology alignment

Once the target HHR structure and Use Case data structures have been mapped through the
Ontology alignment approach, the Structure Mapping component will be responsible for
providing the rules or schemata describing the mapping of incoming data with the target data
structure – e.g. as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Sample, Ontology alignment approach

The mapping rules or schemata will be stored in the Knowledge Base.
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3.2.3. Runtime Operation
The runtime operation of the Structure Mapping component will involve the implementation of
Data Maps that will process incoming data structures from the use cases to be mapped to the
structure of HHR Manager class structure (see Figure 10).

Figure 11: Data models of the use-cases are mapped to the target HHR model using Ontology
alignment approaches

The runtime operation of the process is covered in the following steps:


Incoming data is received form the Ruler Engine and if need be converted into a
common internal or use-case specific format by the structure mapping service;



The incoming data is fed into a Data Map that is based on the Ontology alignment
approach i.e. the Data Map aligns the use-case data model with the target HHR model
as shown in Figure 12;

Figure 12: Data Maps will implement the Ontology Alignment approach to translate data from usecase specific structure to target HHR structure



The outcome of the Data Mapping step is translated if necessary to create an outcome
where the incoming data is mapped to the target HHR data model. The terminology
service (Section3.3) is called if specific transformations are required (see Figure 13);
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Figure 13: Transformation of data from initial to final stage



The outcome of the Structural Mapping sub-component is forwarded to the other
components in the CrowdHEALTH platform. The Data Maps are updated (if needed)
and stored for future use.

3.3. Terminology Service
As defined before, the Terminology Service provides an already defined set of operations over
terminologies. The operations are defined at the specifications of HL7 FHIR [9], with the aim of
fulfilling the needs of healthcare applications for the use of codes from available medical
vocabularies that use code representation of clinical knowledge.
The operations will be listed and described more extensively in section Terminology Service
specification, but listing:









Value Set expansion;
Concept Lookup / Decomposition;
Value Set Validation;
Subsumption testing;
Batch Validation;
Translation;
Batch Translation;
Maintaining a Closure Table.

In order to provide these operations, it will be necessary to load the terminologies used by
organizations that make up the CrowdHEALTH project, create and store those translations
required by use cases and finally endow the operations with the benefit provided by the logic
of terminologies.
For this purpose, the terminology service will have the architecture presented in Figure 14:
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Figure 14: Terminology Service Architecture

The terminology service has an interface layer that is intended to serve as main interaction
point with the rest of external services, or other internal T3.3 Data Converter
services/components. The main development of this interface is carried out with a Restful API,
to fulfil the definition defined by HL7 FHIR Terminology Service [9]. In order to comply with all
the required operations defined by this standard, two internal subcomponents are needed as
well as an external service provided by a common FHIR server. A controller will be developed
for each of these services used by the terminology service, despite being internal or external.
The purpose of these controllers is to contain a set of methods used for the interaction with
each of the subservices, thus decoupling each of the interactions with different
external/internal services.
The Terminology Store will manage and provide different medical vocabularies deployed in
the Terminology Service. All the ontologies stored inside this service will use a NoSQL graphoriented database, in order to provide a better efficiency on the execution of queries that
require browsing the taxonomies that structure these terminologies. This subcomponent will
serve as the main element of interaction with the terminologies it stores, basically providing
almost all operations on them. For those highly expensive operations, another subcomponent
will be provided whose purpose is to improve the requests processing times, in order to
complete the usual and expected interaction times of a RESTful service.
The Closure Table stores a transitive closure table [41], listing transitive subsumption
relationships in a more rapid manner. In graph theory, if a node A is linked to a node B, that is
linked to a node C, the closure table contains each of these relationships plus an additional
one from A directly to C. The purpose of this subcomponent will be to serve as cache for client
results. Therefore, the terminology service through the Terminology Store provides operations
that are more resource costly, and the Closure table stores some of these operation results on
demand by client requests for a better performance.
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The FHIR Server is an external service from the point of view of the Terminology Service
subcomponent inside the T3.3 - “Data Converter main component”. The purpose of adding
this service is because the translation operation (that translates a medical idea from a code of
a specific terminology to the code provided by another terminology) relies on the creation of a
set of ConceptMap FHIR resource for a specific translation. Since specific requirements
cannot be supported on universal translation between codes, due to possible changes of
meaning of medical information, a set of specific translation must be created. This way,
specific translations can be created to satisfy specific needs for the transformation of medical
ideas between terminologies in a controlled and supervised manner. For example, a
healthcare organization has an internal code of ‘ENDO’ for coding the endocrinology service,
so a mapping between the code ‘ENDO’ and the SNOMED CT code ‘Endocrinology service |
700434000’ is created. Since the code ‘ENDO’ can be used in other organizations for coding
the endoscopic service, the validity of these translation needs to be specific to be use within a
given context of a use case, and avoid using universal translations without proper supervision.
As the FHIR ConceptMap resource defines, these translations will be one-directional. All the
translations from a source terminology will target a destination terminology in a specific
context. For example, the set of codes used within a secondary care facility to name the
different services of the hospital (cardiology, rheumatology, oncology, etc), can be translated
into the coded representation provided by SNOMED CT. A ConceptMap resource will be
created where the source code will be each of the internal codes (local coding of the hospital),
and the target will be the selected codes from the SNOMED CT terminology. These
translations will be valid only for this specific context, and to translate from local terminology to
SNOMED CT and not in the other way (SNOMED CT to internal codes). Another ConceptMap
needs to be created in order to provide the translation from SNOMED CT to the internal
hospital service coding that will have the SNOMED CT set of service codes mapped to the
destination set codes of the internal terminology in this given context.
The purpose of the Error logging is to provide a normalized set of operations outcome
description from the Terminology Service and to account and store all the possible outcomes
that are carried among the Terminology Service subcomponents, the Terminology Store,
Closure Table and interactions with the FHIR Server.
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4. Interoperability Component Specification
4.1. Rule engine
The Rule Engine component is responsible for orchestrating the data conversion flow by
providing the single external interface provided by the Data Converter named IDataConverter.
The Rule Engine thus provides a RESTful API which is exposed for the Data Gateway in order
to push the incoming raw information supporting both JSON and XML format as received by
the various sources and various providers. This data will be used by the Rule Engine for
further processing in the upcoming steps of data conversion flow in the course of translating
the incoming information into FHIR-compliant Holistic Health Record information.
More specifically, the Rule Engine will access two internal services of the Data Converter, the
Structure Mapping service and the Terminology service. The access will be accomplished via
the internal interfaces IStructureMapping and ITerminology. The Rule Engine will implement
an internal transformation service which will utilize the mapping information received by
Structure Mapping service to transform the data elements of the incoming information data
into the corresponding types of HHR Manager class. Furthermore, the Rule Engine will
implement an internal translation service which will handle the necessary translations on the
data element as indicated in the mapping information received by making the necessary calls
the ITerminology interface.
The Rule Engine will communicate with two more components of CrowdHEALTH platform, the
HHR Manager and the Aggregator. In order to create the new HHR from the incoming
information an internal service will be implemented in the Rule Engine which will handle the
communication with the HHR Manager via the exposed interface IHHRManager in order to
create the new HHR Manager class instance with the appropriate attributes from the
processed data elements of the incoming information. Finally, an internal service will be
implemented to handle the communication with the Aggregator with the purpose of resolving
any dependencies of the newly created HHR with HHRs already stored via the exposed
interface IHHRQuerying of the Aggregator and to provide the final produced HHR to the
Aggregator via the exposed IHHRStoring interface.
The following section describes the data conversion execution flow in more details.
4.1.1. Data Conversion sequence flow
The following sequence diagram depicts the data conversion flow as orchestrated by the Rule
Engine.
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Figure 15: Data Converter Component Sequence Diagram

Data Gateway component will provide the received raw information data (expressed in JSON
or XML format) to the Data Converter via the exposed interface IDataConverter. Upon
receiving the raw information data, Rule Engine will request for the corresponding mapping
rules or schemas from the Structure Mapping service via the internal interface
IStructureMapping. The mapping rules or schemas describe the mapping between the data
elements of the incoming source dataset and the data elements of the selected target dataset.
Once the set of mappings is received from the Structure Mapping service, Rule Engine will
perform the necessary checks to identify the data elements of the incoming source dataset
that are in need of translation. If there is a need for translation Rule Engine will request from
Terminology service to provide the necessary translation for the specified data element via the
internal interface ITerminology. At this point the incoming source dataset has been processed
successfully with the necessary mappings and possible translations and it is ready to be
converted into a new HHR Manager class instance.
Once both previous steps are completed Rule Engine will request from the HHRManager to
create a new HHR Manager class instance via the external interface IHHRManager. Once the
instance is created successfully the Rule Engine will have to set the attributes of the newly
created HHR Manager class instance with the processed data elements of the incoming
source dataset. To accomplish this, the IHHRManager external interface will be called once
again with the scope of filling those attributes. At this point the incoming source dataset has
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been successfully converted into a new HHR instance containing the data elements of the
incoming source dataset.
In the next step, Rule Engine will request from the Aggregator component to resolve any
dependencies between the newly created HHR instance and the HHRs already stored in the
CrowdHEALTH data store via the external interface IHHRQuerying of the Aggregator
component. In the case that dependencies were found, the Rule Engine will retrieve the
corresponding HHRs again via the external interface IHHRQuerying in order to update the
existing HHR with the new data contained in the newly created HHR. In the case where no
dependencies were found during the dependency resolution then the newly created HHR is
ready to be stored. Finally, the external interface IHHRStoring of the Aggregator component is
called with the purpose of storing either the updated HRR or newly created HHR into the
CrowdHEALTH data store.

4.2. Structure Mapping
The internal architecture of the Structure Mapping sub-component is illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Internal architecture of the Structure Mapping subcomponent
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Within T3.3 the Structure Mapping sub-component provides a RESTful API for the Data
Converter to access the Structure Mapping service. In response to requests from the Data
Converter, the Structure Mapping service returns mappings for incoming data – the mapping
describe how the data elements in various uses-cases can be transformed into the HHR
Manager structure. It also returns for each element any required translation function to convert
the data to the correct HHR format. The following modules deliver the functionality of the
Structure Mapping service.
4.2.1. Interface Layer
The interface layer is designed to allow for variance in the implementation of the actual
Structure Mapping service. In all cases the Interface Layer handles conversion to and from
JSON/XML to one format internal to the structure mapping engine i.e. JSON.
4.2.2. Knowledge Layer (Ontology layer / Knowledge Base)
The Knowledge Layer consists of two elements; the Ontology Layer and the Knowledge Base.
At training time, the Ontology layer is active aligning use case data set ontologies to HHR
Manager Class ontology, the result of these alignment operations will be stored in the
knowledge base.
Once training is complete the Knowledge Base will contain maps that map use-case specific
data model to the target HHR model. At run time the primary function of the ontology layer will
be to provide these mappings in response to requests passed through the structure mapping
controller.
4.2.2.1.

Ontology Layer

Several possibilities are available for producing Data Maps using Ontology Alignment
approaches. However, the focus of this component is to create an automated or semiautonomous technique for selecting and executing relevant Data Maps. The actual process of
Ontology alignment will involve several sub-components combined into a pipeline – see Figure
17.
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Figure 17: Process to implement and refine Data Maps

During training the key elements will be transforming the use-case data to triplets, feeding
these into a series of matchers to compare with an established HHR model in the
CrowdHEALTH, aggregating the results and filtering to produce an alignment with the
possibility of iterating this process to refine results.
4.2.2.2.

Knowledge Base

Once created, Data Maps are stored in the knowledge base and validated against existing
use-case data. Tools can be used to provide visualisation of the end result as a graph:
(Intermediate point between ontology layer and knowledge base)
The purpose of the knowledge base is to provide a local data store to the Structure Mapping
controller module (see next section), containing details of the relationships, classes and
instances identified by the Ontology Layer. We will establish a Triple Store database using an
established technology such as:



RDFLib for python;
Or SPARQL.

This will be implemented as a standalone Docker container with interfaces to:




Provide information in response to requests from the Structure Mapping Controller;
Provide a storage container for mappings from the Ontology Layer;
Provide a query language to process requests from the structure mapping controller.
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4.2.3. Structure Mapping Controller
The Structure Mapping Controller is responsible for selecting an appropriate Data Map from
being supplied with an incoming data. The Controller analyses the incoming data and
accesses the Knowledge Layer to retrieve a relevant Map, with links to the corresponding
resource and entity in the target HHR model.
4.2.4. Error logging and sanity checking
Because of the fuzzy nature of the matching performed by the Structure Mapping Controller,
and the need for updates we should:






Log structure mapping interactions;
Check over a range of results for data anomalies;
Provide a method for signalling errant processing;
Provide an update or retraining method for the Knowledge Base;
Provide graphing tools to enable the existing knowledge base to be examined.

4.3. Terminology Service
The Terminology Service intends to comply with the API specified by FHIR [9], so the
operations that this standard specifies will be summarized.
4.3.1. Value Set Expansion
A ValueSet [42] is a set of codes from different terminologies or code systems defined by a set
of rules. This operation returns a list with current codes that are included in the requested
ValueSet. The formal definition of this operation is included at the operations for the FHIR
resource ValueSet [43].
Required information for this operation:






The ValuetSet intended to be expanded. Provided by its URL on the RESTful interface,
by its logical identifier or directly as a parameter;
Text filter (optional) to restrict codes that are returned;
Date and time [44] (optional) at which the expansion should be evaluated;
Page (optional) to retrieve, breaking the expansion into a set of chunks;
Reference to an ExpansionProfile [45] (optional) that supplies additional information
about how to perform the expansion.

The result of the operation is then a ValueSet resource containing the current list of codes
meeting specified optional parameters. In case of error a resource OperationOutcome [46] will
be returned.
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The URL defined to carry out this operation will be as follows:

URL: [base]/ValueSet/$expand
URL: [base]/ValueSet/[id]/$expand
As an example, for requesting the expansion of a ValueSet already available the FHIR server
with the id 10, will be as follows:
GET [base]/ValueSet/10/$expand

Or if the ValueSet is specified by the client using JSON:

POST [base]/ValueSet/$expand
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "valueSet",
"resource" : {
"resourceType" : "ValueSet",
[value set details]
}
}
]
}

The response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[headers]
<ValueSet xmlns="http://hl7.org/fhir">
<id value=" mZucoWi45JhpE0X6g1zz"/>
<expansion>
<timestamp value="20180122T17:16:00+01:00"/>
<contains>
</contains>
</expansion>
</ValueSet>
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4.3.2. Value Set Validation
ValueSet validation is the inverse operation for the ValueSet expansion, resolving if a given
code is included in a specified ValueSet.
Required information for this operation:




The ValuetSet with which to be validated. Provided by its URL on the RESTful
interface, by its logical identifier or directly as parameter;
The code value. String, a Coding [47] data type or a CodeableConcept [48] data type;
Date and time [44] (optional) at which the expansion should be evaluated.

The result of the operation will be true/false indicating if the code/concept is valid for the given
ValueSet. In case of error a resource OperationOutcome [46] will be returned.
The URL defined to carry out this operation will be as follows:

URL: [base]/ValueSet/$validate-code
URL: [base]/ValueSet/[id]/$validate-code
As an example, for requesting if the SNOMED CT code 6142004 is included in the ValueSet
with id 10, will be as follows:
GET [base]/ValueSet/10/$validate-code?system=http://snomed.info/sct&code=6142004

Or if both the ValueSet and the code is specified by the client using JSON:
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POST [base]/ValueSet/$validate-code
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "coding",
"valueCodeableConcept" : {
"coding" : {
"system" : "http://snomed.info/sct ",
"code" : "6142004"
}
}
},
{
"name" : "valueSet",
"resource" : {
"resourceType" : "ValueSet",
[value set details]
}
}
]
}

The response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "result",
"valueBoolean" : "false"
}
]
}
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4.3.3. Batch Validation
In order to provide a better scalable interface, a batch process is specified to carry out the
ValueSet validation operation. This means that a set of validation operation requests can be
packed into a single request, and retrieve a single pack with correspondent results.
The entire required validation request will be packed in a FHIR resource Bundle [49] and will
be POST into the URL previously provided, as follows:

POST [base]/ValueSet/$validate-code
[other headers]
{
"ResourceType": "Bundle",
"type": "batch",
"entry": [{
"request": {
"method": "Get",
"url": "ValueSet/$validate-code?system=http://snomed.info/sct &code=6142004"
}
},
{
"request": {
"method": "GET",
"url": "ValueSet/$validate-code?system=http://snomed.info/sct&codes=82272006 "
}
}]
}
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The response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[other headers]
{
"ResourceType": "Bundle",
"type": "batch-response",
"entry": [{
"resource": {
"resourceType": "Parameters",
"parameter": [{
"name": "result",
"valueBoolean": "false"
}]
}
},
{
"resource": {
"resourceType": "Parameters",
"parameter": [{
"name": "result",
"valueBoolean": "false"
}]
}]
}

4.3.4. Concept Lookup / Decomposition
Retrieval of information regarding a specific code from a given system..
Required information for this operation:





The code value. String or a Coding [47] data type;
Id or URL (optional) of the system (terminology) where the concept is being looked up;
Date (optional) at which the result should be returned;
Properties (optional) that are intended to be returned.

The result of the operation will be a set with the following information:






Label or display of the code;
Name of the system;
Version of the code system used;
Definition of the code;
Designation for the code, like an alphanumeric code for its representation;
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Designation in language (‘EN’ for english, ‘SLO’ for Slovenian, etc);
Parent codes for the code (if defined in a hierarchy);
Child codes of the code (if defined in a hierarchy).

Or in case of error a resource OperationOutcome [46] will be returned.
The URL defined to carry out this operation will be as follows:

URL: [base]/CodeSystem/$lookup
As an example, for requesting the lookup of the SNOMED CT code “6142004”, will be as
follows:
GET [base]/CodeSystem/$lookup?code=6142004

Or if the code is specified by the client using XML of the data type Coding:
POST [base]/CodeSystem/$lookup
[other headers]
<Parameters xmlns="http://hl7.org/fhir">
<parameter>
<name value="coding"/>
<valueCoding>
<system value="http://snomed.info/sct"/>
<code value="6142004"/>
</valueCoding>
</parameter>
</Parameters>
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The response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "system",
"valueString" : "SNOMED CT"
},
{
"name" : "version",
"valueString" : " International Edition 20170731"
},
{
"name" : "display",
"valueString" : "Influenza (disorder)"
},
{
"name" : "parent",
"valueStringArray" : ["65093003", "275498002"]
},
{
"name" : "child",
"valueStringArray" : ["408687004", "442438000", …]
}
]
}

4.3.5. Subsumption testing
Semantic inclusion between codes allows the identification of a possible kinship relationship
between two given concepts, i.e. the meaning of a concept is broader than the other one, so it
is semantically included in the broader meaning one.
Required information for this operation:




The code ‘A’ and ‘B’ value. Strings or Coding [47] data type;
The system that the codes belongs to;
The version (optional) of the code system.

The result of the operation will be one of the following options:
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Equivalent. Concept A is equivalent to B, and vice versa;
Subsume. Concept A subsumes B ;
Subsumed-by. Concept B subsumes A;
Not-subsumed. Concept A and B are not related by any subsumption relationship.

Or in case of error a resource OperationOutcome [46] will be returned.
The URL defined to carry out this operation will be as follows:

URL: [base]/CodeSystem/$subsumes
As an example, for requesting the sumbsumption of the SNOMED CT concept with the
“6142004” “Influenza” and the concept “55604004” “Avian influenza”, will be as follows:
GET
[base]/CodeSystem/$subsumes?system=http://snomed.info/sct&codeA=6142004&codeB=55604004

Or if the code is specified by the client using XML of the data type Coding:

POST [base]/CodeSystem/$subsumes
[other headers]
<Parameters xmlns="http://hl7.org/fhir">
<parameter>
<name value="system"/>
<valueUri value="http://snomed.info/sct"/>
</parameter>
<parameter>
<name value="codingA"/>
<valueCoding>
<system value="http://snomed.info/sct"/>
<code value="6142004"/>
</valueCoding>
</parameter>
<parameter>
<name value="codingB"/>
<valueCoding>
<system value="http://snomed.info/sct"/>
<code value="55604004"/>
</valueCoding>
</parameter>
</Parameters>
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The response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "outcome",
"valueCode" : "subsumes"
},
]
}

4.3.6. Translations
The availability and use of different code systems creates the need of an operation of
translation between them when possible. This operation tackles this issue by providing the
code, system and the ConceptMap [50] (statement of relationship from one set of concepts to
other concepts) to use as mapping table, or the source and destination context (source and
destination ValueSet) where the translation needs to be performed.
Required information for this operation:






The code value. String or Coding [47] or CodeableConcept [48] data type;
The system that the code belongs to;
ConceptMap (optional) to use for the translation;
ValueSet for source (optional). Provided by URL on the RESTful interface, by logical
identifier or directly as parameter;
ValueSets for destination (optional). Provided by URL on the RESTful interface, by
logical identifier or directly as parameter.

The result of the operation will be Coding data type with the code translated. In case of error a
resource OperationOutcome [46] will be returned.
The URL defined to carry out this operation will be as follows:

URL: [base]/ConceptMap/$translate
URL: [base]/ConceptMap/[id]/$translate
As an example, for requesting the translation of the SNOMED CT concept with the code
“20735004” “Syphilitic aortitis (disorder)” to ICD-10-CM, will be as follows:
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GET
[base]/ConceptMap/$translate?system=http://snomed.info/sct&code=20735004&target=http://hl7.org
/fhir/sid/icd-10-cm

Since no source ValueSet is provided, it is assumed that the whole code system SNOMED CT
conforms the source ValueSet. In this case the translation is carried out between two general
contexts since both, source and destination, are whole code systems with no specific context.
The response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [
{
"name" : "result",
"valueBoolean" : "true"
},
{
"name" : "outcome",
"valueCoding" : {
"system" : "http://hl7.org/fhir/sid/icd-10-cm",
"code" : "A52.02",
"display" : "Syphilitic aortitis"
}
}
]
}

4.3.7. Batch translations
In order to provide a better scalable interface, and identical to Batch ValueSet Validation, a
batch process is specified to carry out the Translation operation.
The entire required validation request will be packed in a FHIR resource Bundle [49] that will
be POST into the URL previously provided, as follows:
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POST [base]/ConceptMap/$translate
[other headers]
{
"ResourceType": "Bundle",
"type": "batch",
"entry": [{
"request": {
"method": "Get",
"url":
“ConceptMap/$translate?system=http://snomed.info/sct&code=20735004&target=http://hl7.org/fhir/s
id/icd-10-cm"
}
},
{
"request": {
"method": "GET",
"url":
"ConceptMap/$translate?system=http://snomed.info/sct&code=81844008&target=http://hl7.org/fhir/s
id/icd-10-cm "
}
}]
}
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The response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
[other headers]
{
"ResourceType": "Bundle",
"type": "batch-response",
"entry": [{
"resource": {
"resourceType": "Parameters",
"parameter": [{
"name": "result",
"valueBoolean": "true"
},
{
"name" : "outcome",
"valueCoding" : {
"system" : "http://hl7.org/fhir/sid/icd-10-cm",
"code" : "A52.02",
"display" : "Syphilitic aortitis"
}
]
}
},
{
"resource": {
"resourceType": "Parameters",
"parameter": [{
"name": "result",
"valueBoolean": "false"
},
{
"name" : "outcome",
"valueCoding" : {
"system" : "http://hl7.org/fhir/sid/icd-10-cm",
"code" : "T57.0X1",
"display" : "Toxic effects of arsenic compounds"
}
]
}]
}
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4.3.8. Maintaining a Closure Table
As explained in the design section Terminology Service, some of the operations specified
(ValueSet expansion/validation and subsumption testing) are time consuming and are used in
processes where a quick response is needed. This operation is intended to maintain and
manage different closure tables that act as cache for improving overall performance when
invoking computationally intense methods. Thus, it provides the client with tools that it might
require to improve specific queries that are used within their system.
Initializing a Closure Table
Before using a Closure Table, it needs to be initialized. For example, if a client knows that it
will be querying to check different Influenza viruses, they might initialize the following Closure
Table:
[base]/ConceptMap/$closure
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [{
"name" : "name",
"valueString" : "influenza-closure"
}]
}

Response 200 OK with the resource ConceptMap initialized:
{
"resourceType": "ConceptMap",
"id": "hashfortheid",
"version": "0",
"name": "Closure Table influenza-closure Creation",
"status": "active",
"experimental": true,
"date": "2018-01-26T12:48"
}

In case of error, it will be returned and OperationOutcome resource.
Adding to a Closure Table
Whenever it is needed to add a code to the Closure Table initialized, it will be done as follows:
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[base]/ConceptMap/$closure
[other headers]
{
"resourceType" : "Parameters",
"parameter" : [{
"name" : "name",
"valueString" : "influenza-closure"
}, {
"name" : "concept",
"valueCoding" : {
"system" : "http://snomed.info/sct",
"code" : "6142004",
"display" : "Influenza (disorder)"
}
}]]
}
The intended purpose is that the server returns the respective Closure Table with codes that
are included in the general concept of “Influenza (disorder)”, returning a 200 OK with:

{
"resourceType": "ConceptMap",
"id": "hashfortheid",
"version": "[version]",
"name": "Updates for Closure Table influenza-closure”,
"status": "active",
"experimental": true,
"date": "2018-01-26T12:48",
"element": [{
"codeSystem": "http://snomed.info/sct",
"code": "6142004",
"target": [{
"codeSystem": "http://snomed.info/sct",
"code": "442438000",
"equivalence": "specializes"
}, {
"codeSystem": "http://snomed.info/sct",
"code": " 24662006",
"equivalence": " specializes "
}]
}]
}
The element returned is the ConceptMap that in this case links the relationship of the
Influenza caused by the virus type A and B, which are a specialization of the general concept
of Influenza. In case of error, an OperationOutcome will be returned, specifying the error
condition on the server.
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5. Conclusion
In this document we described the design of advanced interoperability techniques. From the
executive summary it is stated the lack of standardization in the healthcare environment and
how the systems cannot communicate with each other due to the use of proprietary tools.
In order to succeed in the change of paradigm from hospital-centric to patient-centric view the
full semantic interoperability must be achieved. This means that all the healthcare systems
need to talk the same language and currently we are in a Babylonic status.
In T3.3 the aim is providing an infrastructure to convert the clinical information into meaningful
data fully processable using eHealth standards and terminologies. It can be easily deployed
and seamlessly integrated in the hospital facilities. Next activities will be focused in the
implementation of the prototypes for such a design.
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